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Abstract
Purpose Minimal data exist regarding documentation of
therapy-associated infertility risk (IR) and fertility preservation (FP) options during the initial oncology consultation prior
to systemic therapy. This study investigated factors affecting
IR/FP documentation and assessed the effect of implementation of an Adolescent and Young Adult (AYA) program on
documentation rates.
Methods A retrospective review of charts of patients receiving gonadotoxic therapy was undertaken for
Relevance
The implementation of an AYA program had a significantly positive
effect on documentation of infertility risk and fertility preservation
options and demonstrates the importance of dedicated programming in
managing AYA cancer care.
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documentation of IR/FP pre- and post-implementation
of an AYA program. Change in documentation rates
was assessed using univariate and multiple logistic
regression.
Results A total of 173 charts were reviewed. On univariate
analysis, IR/FP documentation was less likely if patients
had metastatic disease (P < 0.01, P < 0.01), by tumor type
(P < 0.01, P < 0.01), received less intensive chemotherapy (P = 0.03, P = 0.06), were older (P = 0.14, P < 0.01),
had more children (P < 0.01, P < 0.01), or lacked AYA
program involvement (P < 0.01, P < 0.01). FP discussion
was more common in males (P = 0.02). On multivariable
analysis, more children (P = 0.01, P = 0.03), older age
(P < 0.01, P < 0.01), tumor type (P < 0.01, P = 0.01),
stage (P = 0.02, NS), relationship (P = 0.03, NS), and
lack of AYA involvement (P < 0.01, P < 0.01) were associated with lower rates of IR/FP documentation.
Following AYA program implementation, IR/FP rates increased from 56% (CI 46–65%) to 85% (CI 74–92%,
P < 0.01) and 54% (CI 45–64%) to 86% (CI 75–93%,
P < 0.01), respectively. The effect of AYA program implementation on IR/FP documentation was most noticeable in leukemia, lymphoma, and breast groups
(P < 0.01).
Conclusions Implementing an AYA consultation service at an
adult cancer institution had a positive effect on the rates of IR/
FP documentation. Specific programming can improve service delivery to AYA cancer patients, and fertility counseling
should be integrated for patients undergoing gonadotoxic
therapy.
Keywords Infertility . Adolescent and young adult . Fertility
preservation . Oncofertility . Gonadotoxic
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Background
The association between cancer treatment and loss of fertility is well known. Cytotoxic chemotherapy, especially
alkylating agents [1], and radiation, particularly to the
pelvic region [2], affect female and male fertility by damaging cell division and DNA function within the oocytes
and spermatogonia, respectively [1]. The degree of impact
on fertility ultimately depends on both patient- and
treatment-related factors including baseline fertility, age
of the patient, cumulative dose of alkylating drugs, dose
intensity, and specific treatment regimens [1]. Despite increasing awareness of therapy-associated infertility and
recent publication of guidelines by the American Society
of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) supporting fertility preservation (FP) counseling [3], variable rates of discussions
regarding these risks remain [4–6]. For example, one
study reported that only 26% of providers had documented fertility discussions and 13% had documented referrals
made to a fertility specialist [7].
Supportive care in cancer is defined as the prevention and
management of side effects of cancer and its treatment across
the full treatment continuum. Counseling regarding potential
infertility risk (IR) and FP options prior to cancer therapy
initiation falls under the supportive care paradigm and is key
to holistic adolescent and young adult (AYA) management,
independent of prognosis or parity [3, 8, 9]. FP discussions
are of great importance to patients [10], can improve quality of
life [11], and can contribute to psychological health [12]. The
increasing success of FP options in females [10, 13, 14] in
addition to well-established FP options for males with sperm
cryopreservation further underlies the need for equitable access to discussion regarding FP. However, barriers to these
discussions still exist including those related to the patient
(failing to mention infertility concerns due to being
overwhelmed with the cancer diagnosis) [2], the physician
(lack of time, inadequate knowledge on fertility preservation
methods, not wishing to delay treatment) [15–19], and institution (lack of policy or dedicated programming) [15, 20].
With increasing awareness of the specific needs of AYA
cancer patients [21], such as the requirement for unique psychosocial supports, there has been an increasing impetus to
develop AYA dedicated programming in multi-disciplinary
cancer centers. The majority of AYA patients are managed
within adult cancer centers that provide care based on a
disease-focused model. Dedicated AYA programming in these
centers has been aimed at addressing the distinct requirements
of this population [21]. However, there is little real-time data
on the effects and benefits of implementing AYA programs,
especially with regard to the effect of these programs on fertility counseling.
The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre (PM) is a Canadian
large urban cancer center that sees approximately 1500 new

AYA patients (aged 15 to 39) per year [21]. In order to address
the specific needs of its AYA patient population and to enhance their overall treatment experience, a program was
launched in May 2014 with a number of aims: (1)
implementing standardized AYA assessments, (2) educating
oncology health-care providers on AYA needs, (3) providing
patient consultation and psychosocial support, and (4) ensuring AYA have access to relevant hospital and community programs. An important component of the program included educating health-care providers on IR and FP, developing
fertility-related resources (e.g., pamphlets and institutional
guidelines), and promoting routine pre-therapy counseling to
patients by a clinical nurse specialist (CNS). Patients were
referred by their health-care teams to the AYA CNS, who then
met with them in consultation and reviewed and provided
information and counseling on all possible needs including
IR and FP.
As a discussion of IR and FP options is a key element
aiming to mitigate the gonadotoxic effects of chemotherapy,
this study aimed to (1) determine factors predicting the prevalence of documented IR or FP discussions and (2) compare
the proportion of documented IR/FP discussions before and
after the implementation of the AYA program at PM.

Methods
Fertility resources pre- and post-AYA program
Prior to the implementation of the AYA program, an analysis
was conducted to identify available fertility services and resources accessed by disease site groups at PM and assess
awareness of practitioners regarding these resources. Those
disease sites familiar with making referrals to local fertility
clinics did not necessarily have direct contact with them, nor
were there pathways for referring inpatients or those requiring
urgent fertility preservation. Furthermore, although a
Canadian-wide fertility reimbursement program was available
to patients, this resource was not well known by the healthcare teams. In this setting, the AYA program was initiated in
May 2014 and a component of the service delivery was provision of health-care provider education on IR and FP, development of specific fertility-related resources, and advocating
and offering routine pre- and post-therapy counseling to patients led by the CNS.
Design
To assess the effect of the AYA program on documentation of
discussion of IR and FP options, a retrospective analysis of
two patient cohorts was performed: (1) Cohort A included
consecutive AYA patients encountered at PM between
January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2013 (prior to the AYA
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program initiation) and (2) cohort B included AYA patients
encountered between November 1, 2014, and April 30, 2015
(6 months post-AYA program implementation).
After institutional research ethics board approval, patient
records were identified via the PM Cancer Registry. Details
regarding patient demographics, tumor type, and treatment
and clinical details (documentation of IR and FP discussion;
whether documentation was conducted by the AYA CNS or
primary oncologist) were retrospectively retrieved from medical records. Institutional review board approval was obtained
prior to study initiation. For this type of retrospective study,
formal informed consent was not required.

with documentation of IR and FP with the 95% confidence
interval (CI) was calculated with binomial distribution.
Exploratory univariate and multivariable analyses were used
to evaluate factors that were associated with fertility discussions on the entire cohort (cohort A + B). Logistic regressions
were performed to assess the associations of discussions with
demographic and clinical factors. Chemotherapy infertility
risk groups were defined as low <20% IR or high >80% IR
(Supplementary Table 1) [9]. Data were analyzed with SAS
v9.4. For the final multiple models, a P value of <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Eligibility

Results

Patients were eligible for inclusion if they had treatment that
involved any type of chemotherapy or pelvic radiotherapy;
were less than age 40 years at diagnosis; were diagnosed with
sarcoma, leukemia, lymphoma, testicular cancer, or breast
cancer; and had a documented initial consultation with a PM
oncologist. These five tumor sites were selected as these cancers have the greatest incidence in this age group. Patients
were excluded if their consultation at PM was for a second
opinion or if they had received previous gonadotoxic therapy.

A total of 173 patient records met the inclusion criteria for the
study (cohort A 108, cohort B 65). Baseline patient demographics are shown in Table 1. Patients had a median age of
30 years (range 17–39) with the majority being male (57%)
and with localized disease (53%). The pre- and post-AYA
initiation cohorts were well balanced with regard to baseline
demographics.

Medical record abstraction

Table 2 lists the demographic variables and summarizes the univariate logistic regression models for the predictors of IR and FP
discussion. Documentation of IR was significantly less likely in
patients with metastatic disease (P value < 0.001), in patients
treated with low-infertility-risk chemotherapy when compared
to those treated with intermediate- or high-infertility-risk chemotherapy (P value = 0.03), in certain cancer types (e.g., leukemia
compared to testicular cancer) (P value = 0.003), in those who
already had children (P value < 0.001), and in those without the
AYA program involvement (P value < 0.001). Age and gender
were not factors in predicting IR in univariate analysis.
Documentation of FP options was significantly less likely in
patients with metastatic disease (P value < 0.001), in females
(P value = 0.02), and according to tumor type (P value < 0.001).
In addition, documentation of FP options was significantly less
likely in older patients (P value = 0.006), in those with children
(P value < 0.001), and in those without AYA program involvement (P value < 0.001). On univariate analysis, documented
knowledge of relationship status (in a relationship versus not in
a relationship) did not predict either IR or FP option discussion.
Based on univariate selection criteria (i.e., P < 0.25 [22] or
clinically meaningful variables), the following factors were
entered into the multivariable model: stage, age, number of
children, relationship, tumor type, gender, chemo-infertility
risk group, and AYA program involvement. Table 3 summarizes the significant factors on the multivariable logistic regression models for fertility-related IR and FP discussion.
Increasing age (P value < 0.01), increased number of children

A standardized abstraction form was used for all eligible
cases. Three abstractors were trained (JM, ST, NP) under supervision (JL, AG) using sample cases and forms. Abstractors
reviewed the medical records with the supervising physician,
and each case was subsequently cross reviewed to ensure homogeneity. Abstractors defined Binfertility risk^ as any potential risk to future reproduction from the therapy being proposed, and Bfertility preservation^ was defined as any potential option to preserve future reproduction. At the end of case
abstraction, 10% of cases were revisited to ensure accuracy.
All abstractors entered relevant medical record data into a
hard-copy abstraction form and then transferred it onto a
password-protected electronic case report form stored on the
hospital server. This information was de-identified when processed for further statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis
Serial cases were identified pre- (cohort A) and post-AYA
program initiation (cohort B) with an aim for a sample size
of 100 patients in each cohort (40 cases per histology) and
calculated based on accounting for the number of variables
that were being investigated. Descriptive statistics were used
to report demographic and clinical data and were presented as
means, medians, and ranges for continuous factors and frequencies for categorical factors. The proportion of patients

Predictors of documentation of IR and FP
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics

Total
Median age (range)

Number (%)

Pre-AYA program
Cohort A

Post-AYA program
Cohort B

173
30 (17–39)

108 (62)
31 (17–39)

65 (38)
30 (18–39)

<30

78 (35)

46 (43)

32 (49)

30–35
36–40

54 (31)
41 (24)

35 (32)
27 (25)

19 (29)
14 (22)

Gender
Female

74 (43)

49 (45)

25 (38)

Male

99 (57)

59 (55)

40 (62)

Cancer site
Sarcoma

13 (8)

9 (8)

4 (6)

Leukemia

40 (23)

25 (23)

15 (23)

Lymphoma

40 (23)

23 (21)

17 (26)

40 (23)
40 (23)

22 (20)
29 (27)

18 (28)
11 (17)

91 (53)
82 (47)

58 (54)
50 (46)

33 (51)
32 (49)

168 (97)
5 (3)

104 (96)
4 (4)

64 (98)
1 (2)

Breast
Testicular
Stagea
Localized
Metastatic
Treatment
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy
Relationship status
Single

50 (29)

28 (26)

22 (34)

In a relationship
Unknown

87 (50)
36 (21)

57 (53)
23 (21)

30 (46)
13 (20)

57 (33)
67 (39)

41 (38)
31 (29)

16 (25)
36 (55)

49 (28)

36 (33)

13 (20)

Children
Yes
No
Unknown
a

Stage defined as metastatic for all leukemia, stage 3/4 for lymphoma, and stage 4 for sarcoma, breast, and
testicular cancer

(P value = 0.01), higher tumor stage (P value = 0.02), relationship status (P value = 0.03), certain tumor types (leukemia
compared to testicular cancer) (P value < 0.01), and lack of
involvement in the AYA program (P value < 0.01) were associated with less IR documentation. Certain tumor types (e.g.,
leukemia compared to testicular cancer) (P value = 0.01), increasing age (P value < 0.01), increasing number of children
(P value = 0.03), and lack of involvement in the AYA program
(P value < 0.01) were also predictive of lower likelihood of FP
documentation.
Implementation of the AYA program
Following the implementation of the AYA service, rates of IR
discussion increased from 56% (CI 46–65%) to 85% (CI 74–
92%, P value < 0.0001) while rates of FP option documentation
increased from 54% (CI 45–64%) to 86% (75–93%, P value < 0.0001). The overall rate of documentation for the whole

study (cohorts A and B combined) was 115 (66%) for IR and 114
(66%) for FP. Documentation in cohort B (post-AYA program
initiation) was conducted solely by the primary oncologist in
44% and with involvement of or by the AYA CNS in 56%.
The effect of AYA program improvement on IR discussion was
most noticeable in patients with leukemia (20% to 73%, P value < 0.001), lymphoma (56% to 88%, P value = 0.03), and breast
cancer (59% to 94%, P value = 0.01) (Fig. 1a). The AYA program effect on FP option documentation was also seen in leukemia (20% to 73%, P value < 0.001), lymphoma (61% to 100%, P
value = 0.004), and breast cancer (41% to 89%, P value = 0.001)
(Fig. 1b).

Discussion
A major focus of the AYA program at PM is to bring dedicated
support to AYA patients, provide additional counseling when
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Table 2 Univariate logistic
regression model for predictors of
IR and FP discussion

Variable

Infertility risk

Fertility preservation

OR

95% CI

Stage
Localized vs metastatic (excluding
leukemia)
Localized vs leukemia

0.48

0.21–1.07

0.18

0.08–0.40

Gender
Relationship status

1.21
0.74

0.64–2.30
0.33–1.59

Tumor typea
A vs E
B vs E

1.83
0.22

C vs E
D vs E

Age
Number of children
AYA program involvement

1.11

0.48–2.69

<0.001

0.24

0.11–0.52

0.47
0.55

0.25–0.90
0.24–1.22

0.34–9.70
0.09–0.58

0.40
0.12

0.09–1.72
0.04–0.34

0.78
1.00

0.29–2.08
0.36–2.75

0.59
0.29

0.19–1.85
0.10–0.87

2.44
4.00

1.21–4.91
0.44–36.2

2.21
0.77

1.10–4.48
0.14–4.13

0.83
0.49
5.38

0.65–1.07
0.33–0.74
2.07–13.93

0.93
0.38
5.08

0.88–0.98
0.24–0.58
2.28–11.30

0.56
0.45
0.003

0.14
<0.001
<0.001

P
value

0.02
0.15
<0.001

0.06

0.006
<0.001
<0.001

Tumor type: A = sarcoma, B = leukemia, C = lymphoma, D = breast cancer, E = testicular cancer

required, and offer clinicians’ resources based on their information needs. Regarding fertility, the program offered routine
pre-chemotherapy/radiotherapy counseling as well as clinician education and development of fertility-related resources
for patients and clinicians (e.g., patient pamphlets and institutional guidelines). To our knowledge, this is the first study of
its kind demonstrating a significantly positive impact of a
dedicated AYA program on the rate of documentation of IR
and FP options in multiple tumor types. This effect was

Variable

mainly seen in leukemia, lymphoma, and breast cancer site
groups, areas that were specifically targeted by our CNS. As
mitigating cancer treatment toxicities is a component of supportive care, mechanisms to improve both delivery and documentation of infertility discussions are an important aspect of
holistic management.
Of note, the overall rate of documentation for IR/FP of 66%
for the entire cohort was higher than other similar published
reports. The rate of documentation we observed was

Infertility risk
OR

Tumor typea
A vs E
B vs E
C vs E
D vs E
Age
Number of children
AYA program involvement
Stageb
Relationshipc
a

95% CI

0.03

Intermediate vs low
High vs low

Table 3 Multivariable regression
model for predictors of IR and FP
discussion

OR

<0.001

Chemo infertility risk group

a

P
value

95% CI

Fertility preservation
P value

OR

95% CI

0.09
0.03
0.22
0.15

0.01–0.87
0.01–0.24
0.03–1.62
0.03–0.90

0.70
0.56
8.73

0.56–0.88
0.33–0.95
2.53–30.10

<0.01
0.36
0.03
0.21
0.34

0.04–3.53
0.01–0.24
0.03–1.47
0.03–3.33

0.83
0.45
18.53
0.15
6.02

0.73–0.94
0.24–0.85
3.74–91.69
0.03–0.69
1.13–31.86

<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.03

0.01

Tumor type: A = sarcoma, B = leukemia, C = lymphoma, D = breast cancer, E = testicular cancer

b

Stage: metastatic vs localized (excluding leukemia)

c

Relationship: in relationship vs not

P value

<0.01
0.03
<0.01
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Fig. 1 Summary of pre- and post-AYA implementation effect on IR (a) and FP (b)

considerably higher than that reported by Quinn et al. [7], who
showed an IR documentation rate of 26% and FP option discussion rate of 24% in 231 records across four institutions.
While it may be assumed that FP options for men are readily
accessible, Grover et al. recently reported documentation of
fertility counseling in just 29% of males and 11% attempted
sperm banking [23]. The higher documentation rates at our
institution remain obscure although they may reflect awareness of fertility guidelines [24, 25] and the effect of the AYA
program prior to routine consultations or potentially relate to
institutional differences with regard to documentation rates.
Since adherence to supportive care guidelines can be tenuous,
the likelihood this accounts for such a large documentation
increase is likely to be small [26].
Results of this study suggest that documentation rates of
both IR and FP were less likely if patients had metastatic
disease, had leukemia (compared with testicular cancer), received less intensive gonadotoxins, were of older age, and had
more children. Health-care providers may tend to base fertility
discussions on the stage of the malignancy, assuming that only
patients with lower-risk disease would have concerns about
potential infertility [27]. However, studies have indicated that
fertility concerns are present regardless of extent of disease
[27] and ASCO guidelines recommend discussion of fertility
preservation whether or not patients have metastatic disease
[3]. In fact, the delivery of information regarding IR and FP
options should be uniform, even though the choice to proceed
with actual intervention may vary. For example, the B7 + 3^
cytarabine-daunorubicin induction regimen for leukemia is
associated with a low risk of compromising fertility [28],
and studies have indicated that even high doses of cytarabine
have minimal effect on the chances of pregnancy in both male
and female patients [29–31]. With such considerations, physicians may be less inclined to undergo fertility discussion
when prescribing low-risk regimens (e.g., B7 + 3^ for leukemia) when compared to moderate- or high-risk regimens that

are heavy in alkylating agents. However, AYA patients want
to have this information and be actively involved in the
decision-making process [32], rather than health-care professionals making this decision independent of the patient.
Ultimately, those who had received fertility counseling have
less regret than those who did not [33, 34]. It may be impractical for an acutely unwell patient to go for any procedures to
preserve fertility, especially with a new diagnosis of leukemia;
however, a discussion regarding fertility risks should still occur and be documented by the health-care provider. For women, considerations of invasive procedures required for oocyte
cryopreservation are particularly problematic especially in the
setting of low blood counts, but information delivery and discussion remain key and are particularly important to avoid
regret in this vulnerable population [35]. Even for men, being
able to produce a semen sample may be challenging, but these
factors should not preclude access to information and are crucial for holistic management. Moreover, it may be equally
impractical to preserve fertility at relapse (e.g., leukemia
where patients may be medically unwell at relapse), at which
point the salvage treatment may in fact be sterilizing (e.g.,
allogeneic transplantation).
The findings that age predicted IR and FP discussions suggest that clinicians are inferring whether patients are interested
in FP or assuming that patients are not of childbearing age
(defined as age 18 to 45 years) [3, 34]. Female fertility declines above the age of 40 due to the sharp reduction in oocyte
production starting from their late 30s [36]. With exposure to
alkylator-based chemotherapy, there is accelerated decline of
oocyte loss and increased chance of irreversible amenorrhea
[37, 38]. The optimal time to raise FP options is prior to
treatment [3], and clinicians should not assume any specific
fertility preferences based on age alone and initiate discussion
as early as possible. Many fertility clinics decline oocyte cryopreservation in women above the age of 42 years, but all
patients in our study were less than age 40 years.
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Regardless of the decision of proceeding to preservation, it has been shown that women benefit from an
informed-decision-making process [34]. FP options for
women are not as straightforward as certain tumor types
may be sensitive to hormonal manipulation [39], processes that involve stimulating the ovaries and harvesting oocytes [40–42]. Many of the assisted reproductive
technologies not only are physically and psychologically
demanding [40] but also yield variable chances of a
successful pregnancy in older-aged women [7]. For
many women, the risk of infertility can be as distressing
as the cancer diagnosis itself [41–43]. Some women
indicate that fertility concerns have impacted their treatment decisions [27]. Post-treatment counseling should
also occur and, although not measured in this study, is
an important part of the service provided by our AYA
team. Women may still have an opportunity for oocyte
preservation following chemotherapy, and appropriate
referrals for ovarian function assessment should be considered in survivorship.
In contrast, for men, there is no specific age threshold for sperm production [44]. Preserving fertility in
men with cryopreservation of sperm is relatively
straightforward and, with advances in technology, only
one live sperm cell is required for fertilization of an
oocyte [45]. Men should always be offered a choice to
bank sperm prior to receiving cancer therapy. In specialized centers, testicular extraction of sperm can also be
offered to men who are unable to produce a viable
sample through ejaculation [46]. Systems such as our
AYA program need to be put in place to ensure that
clinicians are aware of and can access these options
where appropriate.
There are some important limitations to this study: (1)
given the retrospective nature of this study, lack of documentation does not necessarily mean that a fertility conversation
did not occur [47, 48]; (2) we assume that the improvement in
IR and FP documentation was temporally related to the AYA
implementation; however, it is possible there may have been
other factors driving the improvement such as insurance status
and socioeconomic factors [7]; (3) we were unable to accurately assess whether the IR and FP option discussion led
specifically to fertility specialist referral; and lastly, (4) it is
unknown whether fertility counseling led to increased patient
satisfaction [19].
In conclusion, we were able to identify baseline predictors of
fertility discussions and found that the rate of documentation of
IR and FP options was significantly improved after a dedicated
AYA program which included provider education, patient materials, and specific AYA consultation. A more in-depth assessment
of AYA programming is required, specifically whether interventions such as these improve referral to fertility specialists as well
as increased patient and clinician satisfaction.

Compliance with ethical standards All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with
the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable
ethical standards. For this type of retrospective study, formal consent was
not required.
Funding The authors have no relevant funding or disclosures.
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